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Abstract

Prevailing theories of public opinion and political psychology hold that human reasoning

is biased and lazy, which suggests it is ill-suited to help ordinary citizens engage meaningfully

with politics. In contrast, I contend that the biased and lazy nature of reasoning is precisely

what gives citizens the tools to think through political issues and update their attitudes in

response to high-quality argumentative exchanges. To test this hypothesis, I train a series of

deep neural networks to classify textual inputs on several characteristics of discussion and

argumentation. I use these classifiers to annotate over one million comments from the Reddit

social media platform and show that attitude change is substantially more likely to result from

argumentative exchanges rather than more casual ones. Results suggest that in the right setting,

humans can be quite skilled political reasoners.
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Citizens’ ability to make reasoned choices about political issues and candidates is central to

the function of democracy (Dahl 1998; Madison 1787; Madison 1788). This requisite of proper

democratic practice has spawned extensive work on the question of whether citizens know enough

to meaningfully participate in politics. Predominant theories of public opinion generally avoid

attributing high-level reasoning skills to citizens (Farrell, Mercier, and Schwartzberg 2023), instead

emphasizing attitude sources ranging from media and political elites (Achen and Bartels 2016;

Zaller 1992) to heuristics such as party identification (Berelson, Lazarsfeld, and McPhee 1954;

Lupia and McCubbins 1998). These perspectives suggest that citizens are unskilled reasoners;

they are unable to logically think through political issues, so they rely on heuristics, stereotypes,

and biases to make minimally informed decisions, often through a process of motivated reasoning.

With respect to the mechanics of reasoning, the conventional wisdom is almost certainly cor-

rect: Citizens are biased and lazy political reasoners. I push back, however, on the notion that

partiality and sloth make them unskilled reasoners. Drawing on recent advances in cognitive psy-

chology, I argue that these characteristics can actually make citizens capable political reasoners,

but only under certain conditions. Specifically, I contend that citizens’ political reasoning skills are

best utilized not when they attempt to reason on their own or even when they engage in casual polit-

ical discussion. Instead, citizens are most likely to change their opinions and reduce their reliance

on partisan stereotypes and heuristics when they engage in debate, exchanging and evaluating a

series of arguments and counterarguments with an interlocutor.

I evaluate this theory in the context of online political discussion. Approximately 70 percent

of Americans use at least one social media platform (Pew Research Center 2021), and as many

as 94 percent of users attest to seeing at least some political content on their platform of choice

(Pew Research Center 2016), making these types of online spaces one of the most common arenas

in which citizens might encounter political talk. But despite—or perhaps because of—their near-

ubiquity, scholars often portray online environments as a place where attitude change is not likely

to happen. Hostility and harassment are commonplace (Matias 2019), anonymity and textual com-

munication can undermine civil discussions among otherwise agreeable people (Brady, Crockett,
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and Bavel 2020), and increased visibility can amplify the voices of those who display psycholog-

ical traits leading them to be hostile both online and offline (Bor and Petersen 2022). Bail et al.

(2018) show that exposure to counterattitudinal opinions on Twitter can increase political polariza-

tion, and Baek, Wojcieszak, and Delli Carpini (2012) find that online political discussions generate

more negative emotions than do face-to-face interactions.

At the same time, however, it is not obvious that online interactions are so fundamentally dif-

ferent from in-person ones as to inhibit attitude change or productive discussion. There is little

evidence for a psychological mismatch between online and offline environments (Bor and Pe-

tersen 2022), online discussions attract more ideological moderates and exhibit greater political

and racial diversity than offline discussions (Baek, Wojcieszak, and Delli Carpini 2012), and the

basic structure and content of political discussion is similar regardless of whether it is in-person or

computer-mediated (Settle 2018).

To assess the potential for argumentative exchanges to change attitudes in online political dis-

cussions, I retrieve over one million comments posted on the Reddit social media platform over the

last two years and use computational models to annotate them for characteristics of argumentation.

Results suggest consistent support for an argumentative theory of political reasoning: Attitude

change is most likely to occur when, for example, interlocutors address each other directly and

formulate high-quality counterarguments.

I make three main contributions in this paper. First, I develop a theory of the conditions under

which we should expect reasoning to lead to attitude change on political issues. In doing so, I

aim to turn the prevailing notion of political reasoning on its head and outline an approach to

understanding attitude change that takes the biased and lazy nature of human reasoning as an asset

to leverage rather than an obstacle to overcome. Second, I demonstrate the inferential advantages

of conducting research on Reddit, an underutilized data source in political science and psychology.

Finally, I show how methodological advances in deep learning can assist scholars in understanding

complex concepts in political speech.
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Political Reasoning and its Motivated Nature

For purposes of exposition, I contrast my theory of political reasoning below with the “con-

templative” style of reasoning more common in political science and psychology. This idealized,

homo politicus version of reasoning assumes that citizens can speak and think about political topics

in a level-headed manner, are well-informed such that they can provide and assess evidence-based

claims for or against a policy proposal, think and reason rationally, and are capable of arriving

at the most logical and objectively optimal conclusion via this process of level-headed discussion

and information consideration. It follows that the quality of conclusions should be monotonic in-

creasing with respect to the amount and quality of information provided. Thus the “contemplative”

label I apply to this framework: Citizens contemplate political information and use it to produce

conclusions that are logically consistent with that information.

The empirical record, however, is mixed. Some scholars find that political discussions ad-

hering to this contemplative model have positive impacts, increasing attitude strength, promoting

consensus, and decreasing ideological polarization in the short-term (Becker, Porter, and Centola

2019; Druckman and Nelson 2003; Esterling, Fung, and Lee 2021). Others argue that they can

actually exacerbate polarization or otherwise fail to promote more educated, well-reasoned opin-

ions (Jackman and Sniderman 2006; Levendusky, Druckman, and McLain 2016; Mendelberg and

Oleske 2000).1 Indeed, this is the conclusion at which Taber and colleagues arrive following mul-

tiple studies. They argue that the processing of political arguments is motivated, and that both

confirmation (seeking out confirmatory evidence) and disconfirmation (being skeptical of counter-

attitudinal arguments while uncritically accepting confirmatory arguments) biases lead to attitude

polarization (Taber, Cann, and Kucsova 2009; Taber and Lodge 2006). Results from studies inves-

tigating the effect of the media—the source of most political information in the present day—paint

a picture of a citizenry that seeks out information reinforcing their existing beliefs if they are not

pressured to do otherwise and rationalizes what little countervailing information they do consume

1On group polarization, see Arima (2012), Myers and Bishop (1970), and Sunstein (2002), among others.
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to further support those beliefs (Hopkins 2014; Iyengar and Hahn 2009; Prior 2013). The potential

for contemplative political reasoning to encourage attitude change or even nuanced consideration

of diverse ideas appears weak.

Dual-process theories—the predominant paradigm for understanding the psychology of

reasoning—suggest a deeper explanation for these findings. These theories separate cognition

into Type 1 (quick, subconscious, and intuitive) and Type 2 (slow, conscious, and rational) and are

often concerned with the ways in which preconscious processing can shape and distort conscious

reasoning and decision-making (Evans and Stanovich 2013; Evans 2003; Kahneman 2011). Schol-

ars find that the reasoning enabled by Type 2 cognition—supposedly conscious and rational—is

instead prone to motivated reasoning (Ditto and Lopez 1992; Kunda 1990), frequently resorts to

fast-and-frugal heuristics instead of slow-and-deliberate ratiocination (Chaiken 1980; Kahneman,

Slovic, and Tversky 1982), and is barely more skilled at prediction and forecasting than the prover-

bial dart-throwing chimp (Mellers et al. 2015; Tetlock and Gardner 2015). These findings suggest

that humans possess limited capacity for reasoning and the reasoning we do perform is unreliable.

The prognosis given by scholars studying political reasoning is similarly grim. Framing and

priming effects abound (Bizer and Petty 2005; Chong and Druckman 2007; Tesler 2015), and

individuals’ political attitudes seem to be so sensitive to these effects that an influential strand

of public opinion theory argues that most citizens lack coherent ideological principles in general

(Kinder and Kalmoe 2017; Zaller and Feldman 1992; Zaller 1992). More perniciously, partisan

and racial stereotypes are common (Ahler and Sood 2018; Gaertner and McLaughlin 1983), and

they encourage citizens to reason in a politically motivated manner (Erisen, Lodge, and Taber

2014; Jost et al. 2003; Munro, Weih, and Tsai 2010). In a vein of the dual-process tradition, Lodge

and Taber (2000) develop a model of political reasoning that incorporates numerous heuristics and

biases and asserts the central importance of hot cognition: the theory that reasoning is colored by

an individual’s affective state.2

2See also Taber, Cann, and Kucsova (2009) and Taber and Lodge (2016).
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In sum, many scholars argue that politics possesses limited immunity to the “flaws” in human

reasoning posited in the psychology literature (Bolsen, Druckman, and Cook 2014; Gaines et al.

2007; Sniderman, Brody, and Tetlock 1991). Working in the predominant paradigm of political

reasoning, then, one would conclude that citizens are poorly equipped to produce coherent reason-

ing on political issues and are resistant to changing or even forming sensible opinions.

An Argumentative Theory of Political Reasoning

In contrast, I present a second framework, which I call “argumentative” political reasoning.

This theory departs from existing theories in a major way: I consider it an empirical fact that human

reasoning is biased and lazy. In the contemplative framework, these are flaws of reasoning because

they complicate individuals’ ability to cogitate rationally and objectively. In the argumentative

framework, however, they are features of reasoning because they perform important functions.3

This theory therefore takes as its point of departure the empirical literature that makes human

reasoning look flawed and incorporates those findings as its core assumptions.

I define “argumentation” as giving, receiving, and responding to reasons in an iterative ex-

change. This type of interactive reason-giving likely approximates the environment in which hu-

man reasoning developed, and recent theoretical advances in cognitive psychology have pinpointed

these interactions as critical for forming and updating attitudes (Mercier and Sperber 2011; Mercier

and Sperber 2017). I contend that argumentation, an active manifestation of this ability to evalu-

ate competing streams of information, is more effective than contemplation in changing political

attitudes—and thereby ameliorating political polarization—because it pushes individuals to recog-

nize the potential pitfalls of their own argument as well as the merits of different ideas. Evidence

from psychology supports this assertion: Stronger, less fallacious arguments are more likely to lead

to attitude change, even if they contradict prior beliefs (Hahn and Oaksford 2007; Koenig 2012;

Trouche, Sander, and Mercier 2014).

3See Haselton, Nettle, and Andrews (2005).
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The mechanisms linking argumentation to attitude change are the familiar forms of bias and

laziness so thoroughly documented in the political psychology literature. Humans are cognitive

misers by default; the brain is a hungry organ and will avoid expending energy unless pushed to

do so (e.g. De Neys, Rossi, and Houdé 2013; Donald 1991). We are thus lazy in our genera-

tion of reasons to justify our opinions and behavior (Mercier and Landemore 2012). The optimal

argument is the one that minimizes energy expenditure while maximizing the probability of our

idea being accepted by others.4 The ideal strategy to produce these arguments is therefore to of-

fer the lowest-quality arguments first. If they are accepted, there is no need to spend time and

energy coming up with more sophisticated ones. If they are rejected, we should gradually of-

fer more and more complex arguments, addressing more and more of our interlocutor’s rebuttals

until one of those arguments is finally accepted. For similar reasons, we should expend rela-

tively little energy on anticipating counterarguments, primarily because one argument can elicit a

large number of potential counterarguments. Instead of anticipating and responding to all these

counterarguments—especially when some might be unconvincing or things our interlocutor never

would have mentioned in the first place—it is more efficient to instead use the iterative nature of

argumentation to discern which types of arguments are effective, which are not, and which sorts of

counterarguments must be addressed.

We are also biased in our evaluation of reasons given by others (Trouche, Johansson, et al.

2016). On average, ideas or actions supported by only low-quality arguments are less likely to

be worth serious consideration compared to ones supported by high-quality arguments. In fact,

ceteris paribus, the best idea is likely to be the one for which the best arguments can be generated.

This implies that knowingly accepting anything less than the highest-quality arguments possible

entails a higher likelihood of reaching a suboptimal conclusion. The optimal strategy, therefore, is

to only accept high-quality arguments that provide substantial reasons to believe in the veracity of

our interlocutor’s argument.

4On the tradeoff between information quality and energy expenditure, see Beach and Mitchell (1978), Payne,
Bettman, and Johnson (1988), and Stigler (1961).
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Evaluating high-quality reasons for an argument contrary to our predisposition while simul-

taneously being forced to generate high-quality reasons for our own argument are thus two com-

ponents of the environment in which we should expect attitude change to occur.5 Both dynamics

must be present: Without someone to refute your own argument, you will not engage deeply with

the reasons for holding your own opinions, and without challenging your interlocutor on their

ideas, the reasons they give are unlikely to be convincing.6 This is precisely the reason why en-

gaging in casual political talk, consuming news media, or otherwise participating in intrapersonal

consideration of political issues rarely promotes attitude change, even if multiple viewpoints are

present.

Previous analyses of deliberative polling transcripts and laboratory experiments designed to

evaluate these types of communication provide preliminary evidence for the persuasive power of

argumentative reasoning compared to contemplative reasoning. Westwood (2015) is principally

concerned with determining whether opinion change in group discussion of political issues is

driven by reason-based interpersonal persuasion or information-based increases and refinements

in political knowledge. Using transcripts from an online deliberative poll conducted in the United

States,7 he combines content and network analysis to model argument quality and the flow of those

arguments between group members.

Consistent with an argumentative theory of political reasoning, results show that arguments

presented to individuals in direct debate are of higher quality than those directed at the group more

generally, high-quality arguments directed at individuals in direct debate are the strongest predic-

tor of opinion change, and this opinion change occurs in the direction of the persuader’s attitude

(meaning that neither group polarization nor backlash effects occur in response to counterattitu-

5One might be concerned that exposing individuals to counterattitudinal information would cause a backlash
effect, leading them to adhere more tightly to their previous beliefs (Redlawsk 2002), but a wide range of recent work
suggests this effect does not occur (Guess and Coppock 2020; Porter and Wood 2021; Wood and Porter 2019).

6Another possible benefit to encouraging the generation of high-quality arguments is that it helps break the illusion
of explanatory depth, wherein individuals believe they understand the nuances of an issue or policy but, when asked to
explain it mechanistically, are forced to reckon with the fact that their knowledge is actually quite limited (Fernbach
et al. 2013), cf. Crawford and Ruscio (2021).

7On deliberative polling, see Fishkin (2009), Luskin, Fishkin, and Jowell (2002), and Luskin, O’Flynn, et al.
(2014).
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dinal arguments).8 Moreover, political knowledge appears to have no bearing on opinion change,

implying that high-quality arguments presented in direct debate with an interlocutor are persuasive

regardless of either participant’s level of political knowledge before or after the interaction.9

Schneiderhan and Khan (2008) contribute similar findings from a randomized, controlled lab-

oratory experiment. Their first treatment arm, “discussion,” entails free-flowing interpersonal con-

versation that typically involves the exchange of information but does not necessarily involve any

form of reason-giving or argumentation. Their second treatment arm, “deliberation,” is more akin

to argumentation, where subjects are explicitly directed to process each other’s opinions, provide

their own opinions with justifications, and accept conflict in the discussion. Results show a clear

advantage for the argument-style treatment. Subjects in this treatment are more likely to change

their opinion compared to both the discussion treatment and the control, and the discussion treat-

ment was statistically indistinguishable from the control on the matter of opinion change. The

quality of argumentation also matters, as the number of justificatory reasons provided is positively

associated with opinion change. Although the discussion topic (segregated student fees) was nei-

ther explicitly political nor highly contentious, these results provide additional evidence from a

controlled setting for the role of argumentation in reasoning.

Data and Methods

Reddit as a Research Tool: r/ChangeMyView

The choice of data source is particularly important in studies of political discussion. On one

hand, while experimental and survey methods are common currency in psychologically oriented

studies, they leave questions as to their external validity (Barabas and Jerit 2010). Political dis-

8Gerber et al. (2014) examine a separate deliberative poll conducted in Europe and arrive at similar, though slightly
more mixed, conclusions.

9These findings comport with the theoretical argument made by Lupia (2002), who argues that the emphasis
placed on information acquisition in deliberative environments is misguided. Left to their own devices, subjects
presented with new—even balanced—information will merely rationalize that information in accordance with their
predispositions.
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cussion in the modern era is a social encounter (Carlson and Settle 2022); highly controlled ex-

periments may remove many important elements of interpersonal interaction that we could capture

by observing political argumentation “in the wild.” On the other hand, citizens often opt out of

political talk in their real-world interactions to avoid jeopardizing their relationships with friends

or family, the people with whom they most often converse (Carlson and Settle 2022). As a result,

it may also be difficult to test this type of theory in organic, everyday interactions.

Instead, I turn to data from online social media platforms. These data sources have grown

in popularity in recent years, as interactions are plentiful and data are frequently organized into

comment-reply structures (Baughan et al. 2021; Habernal and Gurevych 2017; Settle 2018). I

leverage Reddit data from a particular subreddit: r/ChangeMyView. This subreddit provides users

a platform for engaging one another on questions both controversial and anodyne. An original

poster (OP) begins a thread by stating their opinion on some topic, justifying that opinion, and

inviting others to attempt to change all or part of that opinion. Other users then post comments

and replies to either the original post or subsequent comments. This typically results in a deep

comment forest with numerous users debating or agreeing with one another over specific points or

broader arguments related to the topic.

Importantly, these users are not interacting with their friends and family. Reddit activity is

anonymous, meaning users are free to express true opinions with little worry of ostracizing ac-

quaintances more central to their social life. In a 2016 Pew Research Center survey, 84 percent

of respondents agreed that social media encourages people to say things about politics they would

not say in person and 74 percent said that social media helps bring new voices into the political

conversation (Pew Research Center 2016). But online anonymity could be a double-edged sword;

it might invite more unserious engagement or reduce the prevalence of high-quality arguments, but

it also avoids the physical, tonal, and relational cues humans glean from in-person conversation

that could either increase or decrease the effectiveness of argumentation. An anonymous platform

is therefore a cleaner, though more simplistic and sterile, environment in which to test the effects

of argumentation.
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Users are not, however, free to say whatever they please. The subreddit employs a set of

specific rules and thorough moderation practices. The subreddit is maintained by a dedicated

group of moderators who remove posts and comments that do not adhere to the community’s rules.

For an OP, these rules dictate that the initial explanation must thoroughly explain their opinion in

no fewer than five hundred characters, they must genuinely hold that opinion (i.e. they are not

playing devil’s advocate) and be open to it changing, their stance may not be neutral, and they

must return to the post within three hours to extensively engage with their interlocutors. For non-

OP users, comments given in direct reply to the original post must challenge the OP’s opinion

with justification, they must refrain from making accusations of bad faith, and each comment must

contribute meaningfully to the conversation (i.e. they may not submit posts with only links, jokes,

or non-substantive statements of agreement). All users are additionally held to common standards

of online etiquette; they may not advocate for harm or make rude or hostile comments. Posts and

comments not adhering to these rules are liberally removed by the moderators.10

The result of these moderation criteria is an open, interactive environment that ensures the final

data collected from the platform bear close resemblance to the type of data one might expect to

receive from a more controlled laboratory experiment, but without the constraints and inorganic

interactions imposed by such a study. In some ways, these data may even more closely approxi-

mate face-to-face interactions in more typical social settings. Social interactions typically carry a

set of informal norms that govern how interlocutors should converse with each other. Failure to

adhere to these norms often results in some level of social sanctioning, and this sanctioning system

helps keep behavior within expected boundaries or remove individuals who cannot monitor their

behavior appropriately. The r/ChangeMyView moderation procedures function in much the same

way; moderators impose a set of norms, users adhere to the norms under the threat of sanction, and

users who refuse to adhere are removed.

Finally, the key benefit to this subreddit is its method of indicating opinion change. When a

user—OP or otherwise—recognizes that part or all of their opinion has been changed by a particu-

10Matias (2019) shows that publicly displaying community norms on online discussion fora decreases harassment
and increases the participation rate of new interlocutors.
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lar post, they award that post a “delta.” The user awarding the delta must then explain which part of

their opinion was changed by the post and why the post convinced them to change it. Moderators

remove posts which award deltas sarcastically, as an expression of agreement, or for any purpose

other than genuine opinion change. I use these deltas below to assess whether argumentation is

more likely to result in attitude change relative to more casual modes of discussion.

I draw these data from Pushshift’s Reddit data collection platform, an online infrastructure that

automatically scrapes and archives all posts, comments, and associated metadata from Reddit. I

pull two consecutive years of data from this archive, from July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2022. This

time period encapsulates several contentious and politically relevant events from recent American

history, with the 2020 presidential election cycle, the COVID-19 pandemic, and the Black Lives

Matter protests among the most significant. These data collection efforts yielded 12,593 posts,

each with its own comment forest and discussion. The final comment-level dataset consists of

1,045,599 unique comments.

Detecting Characteristics of Argumentation

To test the potential for argumentation to lead to attitude change in these online fora, I first need

to determine whether each of these one million comments engages in debate or a more casual style

of discussion. These data needs present at least two challenges. First, these types of discussion

characteristics can be complex, difficult to understand, and quite subjective. Identifying high-

quality arguments generally involves asking survey respondents or experiment subjects whether

they perceive an argument as strong or weak (Eagly and Chaiken 1993), resulting in “an inadequate

tautology” that limits scholars’ ability to understand public opinion (Druckman 2022, p. 73).

Instead of relying on one “argumentative or not” indicator—the coding of which could reflect

multiple distinct ways of thinking about what argumentation looks like in practice—I come at this

concept from several different angles, with each indicator capturing one narrow aspect of argumen-

tative speech as summarized in Table 1. The result is a more complete picture of argumentation in

online discourse.
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I begin by simply identifying whether a comment disagrees or agrees with the comment to

which it is replying. Almost by definition, argumentative exchanges are more likely to involve dis-

agreement than causal ones. Second, I capture whether the commenter is directing their comment

at an individual or at a broader audience which, on this platform, could be anyone with internet

access. I do so by identifying when the commenter “quotes” another individual’s comment. Com-

ments that directly engage with another individual’s ideas are more likely to be persuasive than

those indiscriminately broadcast into the ether. Third, I identify whether a commenter is seek-

ing to uncover additional information or asserting ideas of their own. Argumentative exchanges

characteristically involve the assertion of ideas, so I expect those types of comments to affect at-

titude change more strongly than those asking questions. Fourth, I distinguish between comments

that merely respond to other commenters’ arguments and those that present an original argument

of their own. This is one of the core characteristics of argumentative discussion that theoreti-

cally drives its persuasiveness; comments with an original argument should result in more attitude

change than those that simply seek to rebut previous arguments without providing reasons to adopt

an alternate viewpoint. Fifth, I determine whether each comment employs a defeater (direct ev-

idence that a belief is false; McCain, Stapleford, and Steup 2022) or undercutter (evidence that

undermines support for a belief but stops short of providing support for an alternate belief; Kelly

2016). Connecting evidence to an alternate viewpoint should be more likely to result in attitude

change than merely undercutting evidence. Finally, I distinguish between low- and high-quality

arguments, under the expectation that high-quality arguments should be more persuasive than low-

quality ones.

The second, and more critical, challenge presented by the need for large-scale identification

of argumentative comments is that training human annotators and paying them to read over one

million documents is a process that would typically take months, cost thousands of dollars, and

may not even result in reliable annotations despite those investments. Instead, I train a series of

deep neural networks to classify texts on five of the six characteristics summarized in Table 1.

I conduct feature extraction for these classifiers with bidirectional encoder representations from
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Table 1: Summary of Argumentation Indicators

Indicator Description Annotation
Method Training Data

Disagreement Does the commenter express
disagreement or agreement?

Deep Neural
Network

Internet
Argument Corpus

Object of
Address

Does the commenter direct their
comment at a specific individual or

the broader audience?
Quote Detection None

Question vs.
Assert

Does the commenter probe for
more information or assert their

own ideas?

Deep Neural
Network

Internet
Argument Corpus

Counterargue
vs. Rebut

Does the commenter present an
argument of their own or merely

rebut a previous argument?

Deep Neural
Network

Internet
Argument Corpus

Scope of
Argument

Does the commenter contradict the
entirety of an interlocutor’s

argument or just undercut one piece
of evidence?

Deep Neural
Network

Internet
Argument Corpus

Quality of
Argument

Does the comment express a clear,
relevant, and well-reasoned

argument?

Deep Neural
Network

IBM-Rank-30k

transformers (BERT), a neural network architecture used in a wide variety of high-profile products

such as Google Search (Devlin et al. 2019). BERT is pre-trained on English Wikipedia and the

BooksCorpus (Zhu et al. 2015), which collectively provide a training corpus of over 3.3 billion

words.

For four of these tasks, I draw training data from the Internet Argument Corpus, a collection of

approximately 28,000 posts extracted from several online debate and discussion fora very similar

to r/ChangeMyView (Abbott, Ecker, et al. 2016; Walker et al. 2012). The discussions in this corpus

cover a variety of controversial topics relevant to politics and social life in the United States, such

as same-sex marriage, gun control, and the existence of God. This diversity of issues is especially

useful for training domain-general classifiers, as it prevents the models from over-fitting on words

or phrases relevant to specific topics. For the fifth task, argument quality, I draw training data from

IBM-Rank-30k, a corpus of approximately 30,000 crowd-sourced arguments across a similarly
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diverse set of 71 common topics (Gretz et al. 2020). Both sets of training data are coded on each

characteristic by 5-10 human annotators. Additional details on training data are provided in the

Supplementary Information.

Weighted F1

Accuracy

Disagreement Scope of
Argument

Counterargue
vs. Rebut

Question
vs. Assert

Quality of
Argument
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Model Naïve Baseline Lexical Baseline Deep Neural Network

Figure 1: Accuracy and Weighted F1 Scores. Naı̈ve baselines randomly select classes, lexical
baselines use support vector machines with stochastic gradient descent and features extracted from
word frequency arrays. See Supplementary Information for additional details on model training
and testing.

Figure 1 displays accuracy and weighted F1 scores for each of the five classifiers trained to

annotate Reddit comments on these characteristics, comparing the performance of the deep neural

networks to two baselines. The naı̈ve baseline represents the performance of a classifier that merely

selects a class at random, while the lexical baseline contrasts the deep learning approach with a bag-

of-words approach that is more common in political science. Focusing in particular on the weighted
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F1 scores—which are preferred to accuracy metrics when classes are imbalanced, as they are

here—reveals that classifying characteristics of argumentation is a challenging task. Nevertheless,

the deep neural networks perform well, consistently besting the lexical baseline. F1 scores above

0.7 are strong for this type of task, and the deep neural network classifier even achieves state-

of-the-art results on the disagreement identification task (Abbott, Walker, et al. 2011; Wang and

Cardie 2014).11 These results suggest strong potential for deep learning methods to assist scholars

in understanding complex phenomena—such as argumentation—in political speech.

Finally, one indicator—object of address—does not draw its annotations from a deep learning

model. This indicator captures whether a commenter is responding to or engaging with an in-

terlocutor directly, as opposed to making comments for a broader audience. The structure of the

r/ChangeMyView text data allows me to detect this directly. Commenters can respond directly to

previous comments by “quoting” them. These quotes are copied into the commenter’s new post

in a text box set off from the rest of the post. If a commenter quotes a previous post, I code that

comment as addressing an individual. If not, I code it as being meant for the audience as a whole.

Drawing Inferences from Machine-Proxied Data

I noted above the benefits conferred by using machine learning methods to annotate text data.

However, these methods also impose an additional challenge. The annotations they produce are

only proxies, denoted here by X̂ ; the true values of these indicators X are unobserved and, in many

cases, unobservable. Using X̂ to proxy for X in inferential statistical analyses requires special care,

as it causes two problems.

First, using learned proxies as explanatory variables leads to attenuation bias, pushing coeffi-

cient estimates toward zero (Wooldridge 2015). However, unbiased estimates of the effect of X on

Y can still be drawn under three assumptions (VanderWeele and Hernán 2012):12

11Additional performance metrics, details on model training, and tests of five other classifier architectures are
provided in the Supplementary Information.

12Even under these assumptions, it is not necessarily true that a failure to find an effect suggests the lack of such an
effect, for the familiar reasons of statistical power and the nature of null-hypothesis significance testing (Knox, Lucas,
and Cho 2022). With such a large dataset, however, concerns about power are likely unfounded in this case.
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1. Positive average monotonicity: When X is larger, X̂ is also larger, on average. This is

an especially weak assumption when using supervised learning methods, as the relationship

between X̂ and X can be empirically assessed. Performance metrics in Figure 1 and the

Supplementary Information suggest that this assumption holds.

2. Perfect observation of outcome and covariates: The outcome Y and covariates W are per-

fectly observed. Assuming covariates are the result of sincere interactions with the platform

(i.e. users did not upvote a comment on accident), this assumption is likely to hold; Y and

W are not proxied and instead represent directly observable quantities available in Reddit

metadata.

3. Specification: The covariates W are correctly specified. This is the strongest assumption in

this context, but the anonymity of Reddit ameliorates many specification concerns; although

it is impossible to adjust for variables that often affect political discussion—such as race,

gender, or partisanship—discussion participants also lack this information about each other,

decreasing the likelihood that they will exert an effect on either X̂ , X , or Y .

Second, using learned proxies will result in downward-biased standard errors, as results from

the generalized linear models that I present below incorporate two sources of sampling variability.

The first source of sampling variability comes from drawing one of many possible datasets for

training the deep neural networks to estimate X̂ . The second comes from drawing a sample of

observations from a larger population of possible observations to estimate the effect of X̂ on Y .13

That is, uncertainty enters the empirical analysis in both the measurement model and the linear

model, and both sources must be accounted for.

To do so, I follow Knox, Lucas, and Cho (2022), who recommend a bootstrap approach to

estimating coefficient estimates with appropriate standard errors when the key explanatory variable
13The dataset includes all comments posted to r/ChangeMyView in the specified time period so, in some sense, the

full dataset does not represent a sample, but rather the population. However, having well over one million observations
in a linear model may lead to concerns that any statistically significant findings are merely the result of an extremely
large sample size, so I sample only 10 percent of the total number of observations. This practice also carries the prac-
tical benefit of dramatically decreasing the computational cost of fitting the model. The Supplementary Information
displays results for the full dataset as well as results from post-level sampling instead of comment-level sampling.
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is a learned proxy.14 This bootstrap has two stages. In the first stage, I randomly resample the

training set with replacement 500 times, re-train the deep neural network with each resampled

training set, and estimate X̂ . In the second step, I randomly resample the final Reddit dataset with

replacement 500 times, re-fitting the substantive models below with each resampled dataset. This

procedure results in 250,000 total coefficient estimates, from which accurate standard errors can

be calculated.15

Drawing Inferences from Rare-Events Data

One final methodological consideration is in order before moving to substantive results. The

dependent variable, attitude change, is represented here as a binary phenomenon—either a com-

ment succeeds in changing someone’s opinion or it does not. I thus rely on binomial logits to esti-

mate the effect of argumentative characteristics on attitude change. Attitude change, however, is a

rare event; descriptive analyses presented below show that only 1.7 percent of all r/ChangeMyView

comments are awarded a delta, and 36.2 percent of all comment forests award no deltas at all. Lo-

gistic regression on such unbalanced data leads to downward-biased estimates of event probabili-

ties (King and Zeng 2001). I therefore adopt a penalized maximum-likelihood approach to correct

for this bias. Firth (1993) proposed using the Jeffreys prior—the square root of the determinant

of the Fisher information matrix—to penalize the log-likelihood function. This penalty has been

shown to reduce bias in logistic coefficient estimates in the cases of small samples, rare events, and

complete or quasi-complete separation (Heinze and Schemper 2002; Puhr et al. 2017). All results

derived from binomial logits below use this penalized maximum-likelihood framework.

14Though not directly applicable, see also Fong and Grimmer (2023) on estimating causal effects with latent treat-
ments.

15To reiterate, in the second step, I randomly sample 10 percent of the total comments before fitting each iteration
of the model.
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How Do People Discuss Politics Online?

This section presents a brief descriptive analysis of the r/ChangeMyView data and what the

deep learning classifiers reveal about how citizens discuss contentious issues in online spaces.

Figure 2 shows how an original post appears to users on r/ChangeMyView. The OP provides a

post title stating their opinion, followed by a lengthy explanation of why they hold that opinion.

The icon in the bottom left corner communicates that 414 comments have accumulated in the

discussion tree below, and the orange badge underneath the title indicates that at least one of those

comments has received a delta from the OP.

Figure 2: Example of Original Post on r/ChangeMyView
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Figure 3 displays a brief excerpt of the discussion that followed the post in Figure 2.

A couple features are noteworthy: First, underneath each commenter’s username, the gray

badge—referred to as “author flair”—shows users how many deltas that commenter has received

since beginning their participation in the subreddit. Second, the discussion tree structure—

denoted by the nested vertical lines on the left side of the user interface—makes it straight-

forward to follow the flow of the conversation: shimmynywimminy makes the topline com-

ment responding directly to the OP, Flufflebuns (the OP) responds to shimmynywimminy, and

Unusual Swordfish 40 makes a comment in response to Flufflebuns’ rejoinder. Finally, the

comment from Unusual Swordfish 40 demonstrates how users can take advantage of quotes to

communicate directly with other users; the line of text set off in a text block is a direct quote from

Flufflebuns’ preceding comment, and Unusual Swordfish 40 responds directly to this quoted

text. Though the discussion continues for several more exchanges, this example shows how users

interact with the OP and how those interactions appear in a discussion tree. The tone and content

of this exchange is generally representative of most other discussions on the forum.

I turn now to summary data on how discussions unfold. Figure 4 contains four plots with

information on post-level (i.e. discussion-level) characteristics. Plot A displays the number of

deltas awarded in each post, plot B displays the number of unique individuals participating in the

discussion, and plots C and D display the number of comments overall as well as the number of

comments made by the OP. Red vertical lines locate the mean of each distribution, and labels on

each plot report the mean, median, standard deviation, and range.

These aggregate statistics suggest a couple key takeaways. First, online discussions in this

context appear similar to political discussions that occur face-to-face (see, for example, Carlson

and Settle 2022). Distributions in Figure 4, plots C and D are heavily right-skewed, reflecting

the fact that most discussions are relatively brief. The median post contains 51 comments—12

of which are by the OP—and these comments are typically spread among several unique threads.

Figure 4, plot B is also heavily right-skewed, suggesting that these discussions typically occur in

small- to medium-sized groups, with a median of 20 people participating. Typically, each person
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Figure 3: Excerpt of Typical r/ChangeMyView Discussion

in these groups contributes only a few points to the discussion before leaving, but there is a small

cadre of enthusiastic, heavily involved commenters. The mean number of comments contributed

to one post by a commenter is approximately 2.4, but the observed range runs as high as 186.

Second, r/ChangeMyView rules stipulate that OPs must be open to their opinion changing, but

Figure 4, plot A suggests that attitude change is still not a common occurrence. In fact, the modal
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Figure 4: Descriptive Statistics on Discussion Participants and Deltas. Vertical red line shows
mean of each distribution.

outcome is for no deltas to be awarded anywhere in a comment forest. Narrowing the focus to only

those deltas awarded by OPs, the likelihood of a delta being awarded drops further: 38.8 percent

of posts never receive a delta from the OP, suggesting that nobody was able to successfully change

even part of the OP’s opinion. Assessed as a response to individual arguments, opinion change

appears even rarer: Only 1.7 percent of comments are awarded a delta, and only 1.6 percent of

comments are awarded a delta by an OP.

To get a sense of how prevalent argumentative characteristics are in these data, Figure 5 shows

class frequencies for each of my key explanatory variables. Each exhibits substantial variation, pro-

viding reassurance that r/ChangeMyView is not merely hosting debates where every comment is a
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Figure 5: Class Frequencies of Argumentation Characteristics. Frequencies broken down by com-
menter type are presented in the Supplementary Information.

counterargument. Indeed, over 40 percent of comments are coded as expressing agreement with a

previous comment, and approximately 25 percent of comments merely probe for more information

rather than making any assertions of their own. In addition, slightly over half of all comments

are not directed at a specific interlocutor, indicating that the majority of these interactions are not

characterized by back-and-forth argumentation.

In addition to ensuring adequate variation on dependent and explanatory variables, these de-

scriptive statistics speak to some concerns about selection bias. First, if people who are unusually

open to changing their opinions self-select into this type of online forum, any apparent effects of

argumentation might simply represent attitude change that would have happened no matter what.
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However, the rarity of attitude change depicted in Figure 4, plot A helps alleviate this concern.

Although some participants may have come to these discussions more open-minded than the aver-

age politically engaged citizen, it does not appear that they were especially likely to change their

opinion.

Second, this subreddit might select for users who enjoy debate and confrontation. If users al-

most exclusively employ argumentative tactics, a lack of variation would make it difficult to discern

the effects of that argumentation. Figure 5 shows, however, that participants exhibit a fair degree

of variation on each of the explanatory variables; forty percent of comments express agreement—

hardly an argumentative trait—and over thirty percent refrain from advancing an original argument

of their own. r/ChangeMyView participants may be slightly more argumentative, on average, than

the general public, but they are not overwhelmingly so.

These descriptive statistics and the self-selection concerns they speak to carry implications

for the interpretation of results. If participants are reluctant to change their attitudes even in this

anonymous online forum where persuasion attempts are encouraged, this analysis might repre-

sent an especially hard test of the argumentative theory of political reasoning. Further, online or

anonymous communication might invite a greater degree of unserious engagement than one might

expect from in-person conversations. The moderation policies of this subreddit are designed to

filter out much of this sort of engagement, but that which nevertheless makes its way onto the fo-

rum might dilute the meaningfulness of discussions and make it more difficult to maintain a civil,

cogent conversation. These largely unavoidable features of online data likely contribute further to

this representing a hard test of argumentative reasoning.

Can Argumentation Lead to Attitude Change?

I now turn to explicitly testing key theoretical implications. I focus on the six characteristics

of argumentation described in Table 1 and displayed in Figure 5: disagreement, object of address,

question or assertion, rebuttal or counterargument, and the scope and quality of arguments. Each
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of these variables taps a slightly different concept related to argumentation and, taken together,

they paint a comprehensive portrait of the effect of argumentation on attitude change.

All models presented below use penalized maximum-likelihood to fit binomial logits, and all

include three covariates. First, next to their username, r/ChangeMyView displays the number of

deltas each commenter has been awarded over the course of their entire tenure on the subreddit. I

control for this value to account for the possibility that discussion participants may view this record

of deltas as a source of credibility and therefore be more likely to be swayed by commenters who

have been awarded many deltas in the past. Second, the location of a comment in the comment

forest may affect the likelihood that it receives a delta. In particular, the deeper in the comment

forest a comment appears, the less likely that discussion participants will see that comment and

award it a delta. I therefore control for the depth of each comment in the comment forest. Third,

like most other subreddits, r/ChangeMyView allows users to up-vote or down-vote comments, and

the balance of these votes is displayed next to each comment. While this voting process does not

indicate attitude change, discussion participants may take the relative balance of those votes as

evidence of a comment’s quality (or lack thereof) and be more (or less) likely to be swayed as a

result, so I include the comment’s overall score as a control.

Effects of Argumentation Characteristics on Probability of Attitude Change

Figure 6 displays the predicted probability of a comment resulting in attitude change, condi-

tional on each characteristic of argumentation, which are each presented in a separate facet.16 To

place results in context, horizontal red lines on each facet show the baseline probability that any

given comment will result in attitude change, conditional on the same covariates. Error bars denote

95 percent confidence intervals.

I begin with the broad hypothesis that higher levels of disagreement should be more likely

to lead to attitude change. Disagreement itself does not imply argumentation, but it is likely a

necessary element of argumentation; it makes little sense to critique a series of counterarguments

16Note that each characteristic is evaluated in a separate model.
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if the interlocutors hold similar attitudes. Indeed, the idea that individuals are likely to uncritically

accept statements with which they agree is one of the central findings of research on motivated

reasoning (e.g. Bolsen, Druckman, and Cook 2014; Lebo and Cassino 2007; Stanley, Henne, et al.

2020). It is also an important assumption for the theory I present above. This test therefore serves

as both a first cut at gauging the feasibility of the theory, as well as a validation check of sorts.

Consistent with previous literature, comments expressing agreement are less likely to result in

attitude change compared to those expressing disagreement. Although the difference in predicted

probabilities is not statistically significant at the p < 0.05 level, the coefficient estimate on the

disagreement indicator (presented in Figure 7 below) is statistically different from zero, suggesting

that individuals are more likely to change their opinions when exposed to counterattitudinal views.

Recall that a key definitional component of argumentation is an iterative exchange where in-

terlocutors can process and respond directly to each other’s arguments. Comments in which an

individual responds directly to another comment and addresses their counterargument toward an

individual should therefore be more likely to result in attitude change than comments that are

meant for a general audience, even if those comments present high-quality arguments. The second

(top middle) facet in Figure 6 suggests this is the case; comments directed at a specific discussion

partner are significantly more likely to lead to attitude change, increasing the predicted probabil-

ity from 2.4 to 3.8 percent. While the magnitude of these probabilities is not substantial, it bears

reiterating that attitude change is a rare event, with just 1.7 percent of all comments successfully

achieving persuasion. In that sense, a relative increase of 58.3 percent is an appreciable effect size.

The next three tests are concerned with how the type of comment affects its persuasiveness.

Theoretically, I expect comments to be more likely to lead to attitude change if they assert new

ideas instead of probing for information, present original counterarguments instead of merely re-

butting other arguments, and use counterarguments that address the entirety of an argument (i.e.

a defeater) instead of only critiquing one piece of the argument (i.e. an undercutter). Results of

these indicators are presented in the top right, bottom left, and bottom middle facets, respectively,
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Figure 6: Effect of Argumentation Characteristics on Attitude Change. Red horizontal lines denote
baseline probability of a comment resulting in attitude change. Error bars give 95% confidence
intervals. Full results available in the Supplementary Information.

of Figure 6. Not only do results conform to expectations, but it is on these indicators that I observe

the strongest effects.

Asserting new ideas is associated with a near-tripling of the predicted probability of attitude

change compared to questioning an interlocutor. This indicator provides perhaps the closest fit with

the theoretical distinction between contemplative and argumentative reasoning, and results suggest

that argumentative styles of discussion are substantially more likely to result in attitude change.

Similarly, presenting an actual counterargument more than doubles the likelihood that a comment

will lead to attitude change compared to merely deflecting other arguments. This is another critical

test, as the counterargue/rebut indicator captures a nuanced distinction between argument types.
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That is, rebuttals might themselves be considered a type of argument, but they do not provide an

affirmative reason to adopt a different viewpoint, only a negative reason to reject the opinion their

interlocutor already holds. As I detailed in the theory section above, this approach is not likely

to be successful, and results corroborate this expectation. Finally, the scope of arguments appears

to have a dramatic effect on the likelihood of a comment resulting in attitude change. Arguments

aimed at disproving an entire belief (defeaters) are approximately three times as likely to result in

attitude change than arguments aimed at removing evidentiary support for a belief (undercutters).

Finally, I examine the effect of argument quality in the last (bottom right) facet of Figure 6. If

argumentation had no effect on attitudes, I would expect to see no difference in the persuasiveness

of low- or high-quality arguments; the quality of arguments would be irrelevant if argumentation

itself was ineffective. Instead, putting forth a high-quality argument is associated with a relative

increase of 83.3 percent in the probability of inducing attitude change—moving from 1.5 to 3.3

percent compared to low-quality arguments. Taken together, these results provide support for the

argumentative theory of political reasoning across a wide range of indicators, with both statistically

and substantively significant effects.

Level of Engagement as a Moderator

Most people who view online fora are “lurkers;” they observe what others are discussing but

do not (or only very rarely) contribute to the conversation themselves. Estimates of the proportion

of users falling into this category range from fifty to ninety percent, depending on the social media

platform (e.g. Lukin et al. 2017; McClain et al. 2021). This feature of online discussion offers an

inferential advantage in the context of the argumentative theory of reasoning. OPs—those who

engage most in the discussion—should be more affected by the degree of argumentation than are

lurkers, who may be less likely to experience the activation of cognitive processes enabling attitude

change due to their lack of engagement. Further, recall that the argumentative theory of political

reasoning emphasizes the need to participate in an interative exchange. Lurkers, by definition, do
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not participate in such an interaction. As a consequence, they are unlikely to reap the benefits of

the argumentative process.

To evaluate this possibility, I distinguish between deltas awarded by the post’s OP, participants

(users who comment at least one other time in addition to awarding a delta), and lurkers (users

whose only contribution to the discussion is the comment in which they award a delta).17 A delta

awarded by a participant or lurker means the same as a delta awarded by an OP; they are indicating

that a comment has changed all or part of their opinion, and they required by subreddit policy to

explain which aspect of their opinion changed and why the comment sparked that change.

To gauge the relative size and significance of effects, Figure 7 presents the estimated coeffi-

cients on each argumentation indicator, separated by the type of user awarding the delta. Error bars

show 95 percent confidence intervals, and the red horizontal line denotes zero. As expected, effects

are generally stronger among OPs compared to participants and lurkers. Coefficient estimates for

the former are always positive and statistically significant, while those for the latter are sometimes

negative, only statistically significant in two cases, and always carry point estimates lower than

those for OPs. I take these consistent results as evidence of a moderation effect. One mechanism

connecting argumentative interactions to attitude change is the tailoring of counterarguments in

response to an interlocutor’s arguments, and the close examination of one’s own beliefs that those

counterarguments prompt. Individuals not participating fully in argumentation are therefore less

likely to reap the benefits of them, as they are not prompted to closely engage with the reasons why

they hold their own opinions, nor is the discussion likely to generate arguments that speak directly

to those reasons.

Discussion

I have argued that the function of reasoning is to generate reasons justifying one’s behavior,

evaluate reasons given by others, and determine when and to what extent attitude change is war-

17The Supplementary Information presents class frequencies like those presented in Figure 5 broken down by
commenter type.
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Figure 7: Coefficient Estimates of Argumentation Characteristics. Red horizontal line denotes
zero. “Participants” make at least two comments. “Lurkers” only comment to award a delta. Error
bars give 95% confidence intervals. Full results available in the Supplementary Information.

ranted based on the reasons given. The environment in which we should expect attitude change

to occur, then, is one that encourages the production of high-quality reasons justifying one’s atti-

tude and high-quality reasons rebutting that attitude. Finally, political argumentation is perhaps the

only form of interpersonal interaction that naturally constructs an environment with both of these

components.

Consider how this form of reasoning contrasts with the contemplative style of reasoning more

common throughout the political psychology literature, and just how narrow is the range of in-

teractions encompassed by argumentative reasoning. At minimum, argumentation requires two

individuals exchanging arguments and counterarguments in iterative fashion, directly responding
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to one another’s reasons. Simply watching a debate—even if the debaters meet this requirement—

or reading sets of pro and con arguments still fall into the “contemplative” category because they

do not invoke direct, two-sided cognitive engagement.

Given the biased and lazy nature of human reasoning, it is not surprising that these forms of

information consumption can even lead to attitude polarization, as they do in Taber, Cann, and

Kucsova (2009) and Taber and Lodge (2006).18 In these studies, subjects do not have their beliefs

challenged, their own attitudes are partially validated by being presented with reasons favoring

those attitudes, and there is virtually no barrier to rationalizing away the counterattitudinal in-

formation. Presenting subjects with only counterattitudinal arguments, however, can elicit some

attitude change. Gibson (1998) and Sniderman and Piazza (1993) attempt to persuade survey re-

spondents by rebutting their views on political and racial tolerance, respectively. After presenting

counterattitudinal arguments, Gibson observes up to 23.5 percent of respondents becoming more

politically tolerant and Sniderman and Piazza observe up to 44 percent of respondents becom-

ing more supportive of racial policies—strong results suggesting that presenting counterattitudinal

arguments in direct response to a stated attitude can indeed lead individuals to reconsider that atti-

tude, even on hotly contested, moralized issues. The results I present above add to this empirical

pattern.

Another reason that non-argumentative studies may lead to attitude polarization is that the

quality of arguments in these settings is likely quite low, because presenting subjects with a pre-

determined set of reasons makes it impossible to address counterarguments in a flexible manner.

When presented with a low-quality argument, it is easier for subjects to find fatal problems in

the argument such that their confidence in the veracity of their own attitude is actually bolstered.

This effect is even more pronounced in individuals of high political sophistication, as they have

greater domain-specific knowledge and are able to generate more counterarguments. This is why

presenting high-quality counterarguments is so critical. It is also why argumentation is neces-

18See also Ansolabehere and Iyengar (1995), Redlawsk (2002), and Stanley, Henne, et al. (2020).
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sary; high-quality arguments calibrated to meet the concerns of each individual are unlikely to be

produced in any other environment precisely due to the lazy nature of reason-giving.

I suggest that political argumentation provides at least three additional benefits that future re-

search should assess. The first of these benefits is cognitive and the other two stem from the social

nature of political argumentation. First, conditional on the provision of high-quality arguments,

participants should become less confident in the veracity of their opinion, they should hold that

opinion less strongly, and they should be more willing to compromise in the future, even if their

actual preferences or ideal points do not move. Second, argumentation should elicit higher-quality

justifications for political attitudes by pushing participants to search for more refined reasons to

support their predispositions.19 Finally, it exposes participants to real out-group partisans pre-

senting real out-group partisan arguments; encroaching on partisan echo chambers and isolating

out-group partisan arguments from media influences may humanize out-group partisans and de-

crease the existential threat they are considered to pose to one’s in-group. The opposing viewpoint

may seem accessible rather than foreign and each side may feel like their voices were heard.20

This final prediction may seem a lofty goal in a polarized political environment, but two recent

studies provide empirical support. Stanley, Whitehead, et al. (2020) found that partisans believed

their counter-partisans were less likely to have good reasons for their political attitudes, and that

this expected lack of high-quality reasons spilled over into doubts about counter-partisans’ intel-

lectual and moral fortitude. Exposing these partisans to counterattitudinal arguments, however,

led them to produce more favorable views of the counter-partisans who produce those arguments.

Moreover, this effect was entirely independent of persuasion, suggesting that even if individuals

do not change their attitudes as a result of argumentation, simply being exposed to high-quality ar-

guments by their interlocutors may decrease the negative affect they feel toward those with whom

they disagree.21

19A significant amount of work on epistemic quality has been conducted in the literature on science education (e.g.
Erduran and Jiménez-Aleixandre 2007; Kuhn 1992; Sandoval 2003).

20This may partially depend on interlocutors providing each other with “high-quality listening” (Itzchakov, Kluger,
and Castro 2017; Kalla and Broockman 2020) in addition to high-quality arguments.

21It may also be the case that negative partisan affect will decrease as a downstream effect of decreased ideological
distance, but Stanley, Whitehead, et al. (2020) do not test this directly.
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Dorison, Minson, and Rogers (2019) explicate the link between information search and partisan

affect, showing that partisans’ unwillingness to voluntarily expose themselves to counterattitudinal

information is partially due to overestimating the strength of negative affect they are likely to feel in

response to that information. More importantly, correcting that “affective forecasting error” led to

greater voluntary exposure to counterattitudinal arguments. Combining these findings with those of

Stanley, Whitehead, et al. (2020) suggest a positive feedback loop: Exposure to counterattitudinal

arguments via argumentation leads to a decrease in negative partisan affect,22 this decrease in

negative partisan affect leads to increased willingness to engage with counterattitudinal arguments,

and so on. Parsons (2010) uses observational data to test these effects and comes away with a clear

result: Exposure to political disagreement depolarizes party affect.

In sum, argumentation appears to hold promise for changing political attitudes. Online discus-

sions adhering to an array of argumentative characteristics are substantially more likely to result in

attitude change compared to discussions with more casual characteristics. These findings comport

with a wide range of related, though theoretically and methodologically distinct, studies showing

the value of an interactionist approach to cognitive psychology and an argumentative theory of

reasoning. In my view, this suggests reason for optimism. Under the correct conditions, humans

can, in fact, be quite skilled political reasoners.
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